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Mounting instructions for above/below adjustable VC camera shelf
  Compatible with various PMVmounts wall mounts and trolley / stands

Model No.
PMVMOUNTVC

Factory No.
PMVMOUNTVC

Designed & Manufactured
in the United Kingdom

 Read these instructions carefully before assembling this equipment.
 Check the equipment has been supplied with all parts and fixtures prior to assembly.
 Assemble in a suitable location.
 Two people will be required for assembly and three persons for installation of the screen on to the equipment.
 Do not attempt to alter or modify any part of the equipment or its attachments.
 Do not use if any parts are broken or appear to be damaged.
 Tighten all bolts and fixings securely with appropriately sized tools.
 Only use fixings provided with this bracket.
 Do not position the equipment close to sources of heat or moisture.

Compatibility

*Requires small spacers included with TV Mount
**When screen is mounted in landscape
***Adapter included in DS1/DS2 or supplied FOC
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PMVMOUNTXFB
PMVMOUNTXFBP**
PMVMOUNTXFBT
PMVMOUNTXFBPT**
PMVTROLLEYXL**
PMVTROLLEYXXL
PMVTROLLEYXXLW
PMVSTANDFWB4**
PMVSTANDFWB8

Utilising narrow or wide ‘XFB'
style mounting plate

PMVTROLLEYXLDS1***
PMVTROLLEYXLDS2***

On PMV Dual-Screen kits

PMVMOUNT2036F* 
PMVMOUNT2036FP*
PMVMOUNT2036T
PMVMOUNT2036TP
PMVMOUNT3246SA
PMVMOUNT3760DA
PMVMOUNTCORN
PMVCEILINGLG(W)*
PMVSTANDFWB1*
PMVSTANDFWB1T

Utilising ‘2036' style
mounting plate

1.1 Position the ‘L-shaped bracket’ to the centre of the TV mounting backplate or adapter.
1.2 Secure the L-shaped bracket using X2 B - M6x10mm fixings up through the underside of the backplate
1.3 Hang the ‘Hanger’ on to the backplate.
1.4 Secure ‘Hanger’ through its front face to the L-shaped bracket behind using X2 B - M6x10mm
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Mount the hanger

Note 1: The method for mounting the hanger and securing it to either back plate or adapter (for dual screen trolley/stand kit) is the same but both main-backplates are shown for reference.
Note 2: These instructions are the same whether the bracket is wall, trolley or stand mounted. Proceed with this user sheet once the backplate is in a secure and final state of
install/assembly immediately preceding installation of the screen.
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Note 1: The shelf assembly can work below or above the screen and adjust in height to position the camera as required (adjustments need to be made before installing the screen)
Note 2: The kit includes two sizes of shelf and each shelf has two positions, one closer to the wall and one that is deeper.
Shelf Below 2.1 Position the shelf you’re set to use below the shelf hanger.
Shelf Below 2.2 Insert X2 A - M5x10mm through the underside and tighten.
Shelf Below 2.3 Insert the wind in feet supplied and wind fully in - These can be wound back at the end of installation to rest the shelf against a wall surface for additional support.
Shelf Above 2.1 Invert the shelf-hanger and position the shelf you’re set to use above it
Shelf Above 2.2 Insert X2 A - M5x10mm through the topside and tighten.
Shelf Above 2.3 Insert the wind in feet supplied and wind fully in - These can be wound back at the end of installation to rest the shelf against a wall surface for additional support.
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Assemble the shelf

Note 1: When using a 2036 style back plate you require 15mm clearance above the screen to account for the hook of the TV mount.
Note 2: When using a XFB style back plate you require 45mm clearance above the screen to account for the hook of the TV mount. 
3.1 Position the shelf in the orientation you have assembled it for and measure up its final position in relation
to how/where the screen secures to the screen mount.  
3.2 Use X2 B - M6x10mm to secure the shelf mount in the required position, use fixings as far apart as possible to
increase rigidity of the shelf.
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Attach shelf and secure
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Note 1: If using the PMVMOUNT2036F or any trolley or stand using this flat-arm TV mount you will need to use the 6mm spacer included with the screen mount kit between the screen and mounting arms to clear the shelf hanger assembly.
Note 2: It may be more suitable to install the camera and its cables before the screen or vice-versa. If mounting camera first, ensure the screen will not interfere with it when lifted in to position.
Note 3: There is a slot suitable for centrally mounted standard camera thread fixings in each shelf - 1/4" UNC
4.1 Follow the user guide for the screen mount / trolley / stand for mounting the screen in position as the method will be the same.
4.2 Position your camera centrally on the shelf and secure if required.
4.3 If required insert the supplied fixing D - 1/4" x 1/2" UNC or similar fixing if supplied with camera.
4.4 Wind out the small plastic feet until they rest against the wall to provide additional stability.
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Install Screen and VC Camera
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